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WELCOME
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And a huge thanks for reading this ebook!
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Hey, thank you so much for taking the time to read this ebook! My name is Taylor and I'm an independent
vegan educator who aims to help inform people about the implications of our food choices and why they
matter. 

In 2013, on a lunch break at a festival in east London, I asked a colleague why she'd chosen a salad with
no meat in it - her response highlighted an ethical contradiction I'd never really thought about. She'd said
that as she liked animals, she didn't want to be the cause of their suffering. I explained that eating meat
was 'normal' and that I too loved animals... but the more I tried to defend eating them, the more I realised
my beliefs weren't truths, they were simply beliefs. It was the first time I'd been shown that my actions
didn't align with my beliefs, so, I began researching some of the things we spoke about that day and I
stopped eating animals shortly after. Then a few years later, in 2016, I saw a Facebook post claiming dairy
causes prolonged animal suffering. I felt attacked and began researching for a thorough response post. I
became vegan that week.

Since then, I've been committed to living a vegan lifestyle and promoting plant-based eating to others. It's
been an incredible journey and one that I believe is important for us all to consider if we wish to help
minimise human and non-human suffering worldwide.

A LITTLE ABOUT ME
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THE BASICS
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Understanding Veganism.
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Veganism is a philosophy and way of living which seeks to exclude—as far as is possible and practicable
— all forms of animal suffering.

WHAT IS VEGANISM?
Veganism is a lifestyle in which a person chooses not to purchase or consume any animal products or
items that are derived from animals. Vegans also avoid using products that have been tested on animals
such as certain cosmetics or cleaning products.

The motivation for adopting a vegan lifestyle can vary from person to person, but vegans typically choose
this way of life for ethical reasons. Science has shown us that it is perfectly safe for humans to thrive on a
whole-foods, plant-based diet without the use of any animal products, and as this is the case, vegans
believe that the ongoing exploitation of animals within the global food system is both needless and
unfounded from an ethical standpoint.

Vegans may also be motivated by environmental or health concerns. 
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AN ETHICAL STANDPOINT
Ethics are principles, values, and beliefs that guide our behaviour and help us
determine what is right and wrong. They provide us with a framework for
decision-making and for acting in accordance with our beliefs. 

Veganism is based on the belief that all living beings have the right to be treated
with respect and compassion, and that it is wrong to needlessly exploit animals
for personal gain. Vegans believe that animals should not be treated as
commodities or resources, but rather as what scientific studies show them to be
- sentient beings who can feel pain and suffer. 

Veganism is rooted in philosophy and backed by science and as such, vegans
strive to avoid using animal products in their daily lives and instead focus on the
abundance of plant-based options available to us that do not involve the
exploitation of animals.

ETH ICS
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERNS
A vegan diet is considerably more environmentally friendly than a diet that includes
animal products. This is because we currently commit to feeding around 80 Billion
land animals within the global food system each year, and this places a huge burden
on the earth's natural resources and ecosystems.

Below are five fundamental areas in which animal agriculture is harming planet earth
and all of us who inhabit it.

Water: Animal Agriculture uses 1/3 of all of the world's fresh water.
Land: A plant-based food system could reduce global agricultural land use by 75%.
Deforestation: Animal Agriculture is the leading cause of deforestation.
Emissions: Agriculture accounts for 18.4% of global greenhouse gas emissions.
Biodiversity: Animal Agriculture is the leading contributor to biodiversity loss.

A plant-based diet has been shown to significantly reduce the burden in each of these
areas and has been cited by researchers at Oxford University as being the single most
effective action any of us can take in reducing global emissions.

ENV IRON
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THE HEALTH PERSPECTIVE
The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, which is the world's largest organisation of
food and nutrition professionals, states that a well-planned vegan diet is 'appropriate
for all stages of the life cycle, including pregnancy, lactation, infancy, childhood,
adolescence, older adulthood, and athletes’.

Not only is a vegan diet appropriate, but many studies have also shown that a plant-
based diet can help protect against several chronic diseases, including heart disease,
certain types of cancer, obesity and type 2 diabetes. 

That's because a plant-based diet is typically high in the vitamins, minerals and
antioxidants that the body needs as well as being low in cholesterol and saturated fat.
It's also packed with phytochemicals - the plant-based chemicals that help to protect
us against chronic diseases such as those listed above.

Many animal products have been linked to increased risks of all of these chronic
diseases.

HEALTH
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PHILOSOPHY
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Thoughts behind action.
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As humans, we are brought up in societal structures such as families, schools, and communities. These
structures support us as we grow, helping us form our moral framework. They change over time and have
guided humanity to where we are today, but history shows us that we've not always got our moral
framework right. 

Epistemology seeks answers to our framework. It is the branch of philosophy that deals with human
knowledge and how we obtain it. It asks questions like: 'How do we know something is true?' and 'What is
the difference between belief and opinion?'. In doing so it forces us to question what we believe to be
true and allows us to resolve any internal dissonance using the information we know to be true. This is
called evidence-based thinking.

Evidence-based thinking allows us to make decisions and solve problems rationally and logically instead of
relying on preconceived ideas or opinions. It is based on facts rather than guesses or assumptions and
allows us to make informed decisions that are accurate, effective, and fair.

Whether it's minimising suffering to humans or animals, vegans change their actions to align with their
moral framework using scientific data known to be true.

EVIDENCE BASED THINKING
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VEGANS AREN'T PERFECT

Whilst veganism seeks to minimise
suffering, it is impossible to completely
eradicate it. Human existence inevitably
causes indirect suffering and sometimes
death to animals outside of captivation.

DIRECT KILLING
Animal agriculture is a supply and demand

business, meaning each time we buy animal
products we can say with certainty that our

money is directly paying for the continuation
of animal suffering and death. 

INDIRECT KILLING

Veganism seeks to minimise suffering as far as practicably possible, it's not perfect, nor does it claim to be. 
Unfortunately, some animals are accidentally killed in the production of crops, so how can we call ourselves vegan? 

Whilst it's true that both vegans and non-vegans can be responsible for animal suffering, the amount of
suffering caused by each party differs significantly. In fact, it is estimated that those who consume animal
products are directly responsible for the suffering and death of 105 animals per year, whilst those who
follow a vegan lifestyle are directly responsible for none. It is impossible to eradicate all forms of suffering,
but I believe we each have a moral duty to help minimise it.
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TAKING RESPONSIBILITY
When we first learn about the trove of global issues created by animal agriculture, it's easy to feel like one
person can't make a significant difference. Instead, it's often easier to place blame on higher powers, like
governments or corporations and expect them to make changes so that we don't have to. But the truth is,
in a supply-and-demand business like animal agriculture, the fastest, most effective way any of us can
make a difference is to vote with our money.

The word responsibility suggests there might be some sort of arduous task involved, but I want to offer a
perspective that a friend once offered me - when we take responsibility for a given situation, we gain the
aspect of control - the power, as they say, is in your hands. We could of course wait for governments to
pass laws on tighter animal welfare standards, or stricter environmental policies to help ease our
conscience, but more effectively, by ceasing to fund the very practices that go against our fundamental
values, we can have a direct impact right now.

I myself began questioning my involvement in normalised animal abuse after a brief interaction with a
colleague almost a decade ago, and I'm proud to say that conversations I've had since have resulted in
people questioning their involvement too. So perhaps it's easy to underestimate the impact of our actions
on both sides of the fence.
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Vegans are the minority in a heavily meat-centric world and this often means that they are the ones
justifying their moral positioning. But why is this? Should the burden of justification not fall upon those
who cause harm?

When British footballer Kurt Zouma famously drop-kicked his cat on camera, the public outcry was fierce.
He was fined £250,000 by his club, lost sponsorship deals and lost the right to look after cats for five
years. There was no way Kurt could justify the mistreatment of his cat, so the law rightfully punished him.
But in a country where over 90% of its occupants pay for the subjugation and slaughter of 1.2 billion land
animals every year, the outcry feels somewhat misguided. After all, to the individuals born into the global
food system, the life of Kurt Zouma's cat must seem like a life of luxury when compared to the daily
conditions they find themselves in.

So why are vegans the ones expected to explain their reasoning when the science is clear? We know farm
animals can suffer and feel pain, we know humans don't need animal products to maintain health and we
know roughly 80 billion of those farm animals are slaughtered worldwide each year. So it's clear that the
narrative must be changed and the burden of justification must fall on the oppressor, rather than those
who chose to remove themselves from any involvement in animal suffering.

THE BURDEN OF JUSTIFICATION
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VEGAN NUTRITION
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Things we need and things we might miss.
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To stay healthy it's good for us to gain a basic understanding of how to balance our meals.
Macronutrients provide us with the basic building blocks. The main three macronutrients comprise of
Carbohydrates, Fats, and Proteins and we need them all in substantial quantities.
Below is a rough guide you can use to help balance your meals, although it's important to remember each
body is different so listen to what your body needs.

From here you can make adjustments based on how you're feeling, but try to stay within the ranges above.
For example, if you're feeling hungry more regularly, try increasing the amount of protein in your meals to
help with satiation. If you're feeling sluggish and brain-foggy, try increasing healthy fats like Omega 3's and
reducing carbs. And if you're looking to gain muscle you can increase your protein intake. 

MACRONUTRIENTS

45-65% 20-35% 10-35% 

FATS

CARBS

PR
OTEIN

of calories per meal of calories per meal of calories per meal



Whilst it's fair to say animal products can be a source of nutrition, they also come packed full of nasties
that the body doesn't need or want. A plant-based diet can be a great source of all of the nutrition your
body needs to thrive, but it's possible to lack certain vitamins and minerals if you're not balancing your
meals.

A steadfast rule that many vegans live by is to 'eat the rainbow' as different coloured fruits and vegetables
contain different sets of nutrients that aid human health. When we eat a wide variety of whole foods, we
feed the many different types of good bacteria in our gut which in turn strengthens our overall health and
protects us from disease. This is in contrast to animal products which on the whole, tend to feed the bad
bacteria in our gut which diminishes the diversity of our gut microflora, increases inflammation in the body
and leaves us more susceptible to disease.

The common vitamins and minerals both vegans and non-vegans may miss out on are: Vitamin D, Calcium,
Iron, Omega 3 and Vitamin B-12.

WHAT WE MAY LACK
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(Other than friends who share the same values).
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Sunlight (10 minutes daily)
Fortified foods (plant milk, cereals, bread etc)
Mushrooms (shiitake + portobello mushrooms)
Supplements (look for a supplement that
provides at least 15-20 micrograms)

Leafy green vegetables (kale, collard greens +
spinach)
Fortified plant-based milk 
Tofu: tofu can be a good source of calcium
Nuts and seeds: almonds and sesame seeds1Vitamin D: Plays several important roles in the

body including regulating the absorption of
calcium and phosphorous, and supporting the
immune system. Roughly 50% of the global
population has insufficient Vitamin D levels.

Calcium: An essential nutrient that is necessary
for strong bones and teeth, as well as the proper
functioning of the heart, muscles, and nerves. It
helps with blood clotting (protection against cuts)
and aids many types of enzymes to facilitate
chemical reactions in the body.

What it does Where to get it

KNOW YOUR SOURCES
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Omega-3: These fatty acids are essential
nutrients that support heart health and brain
function and help with reducing inflammation in
the body. Omega 3's are also known to help
support eye health and are a key component in
fetal brain development.

Legumes (beans, lentils, chickpeas)
Tofu
Nuts and seeds (pumpkin, sunflower, cashews)
Grains (quinoa, fortified cereals, wholemeal bread) 
Leafy green vegetables (spinach, broccoli, kale)
Dried fruit (such as apricots and raisins)

Iron: An essential nutrient that plays a key role in
carrying oxygen from the lungs to the rest of the
body. It helps aid overall mental health alongside
the growth of hair, skin and nails and is an
essential nutrient for blood production.

Flax and Chia seeds
Soybeans (tofu and tempeh)
Walnuts
Canola oil
Supplements: (Look for a supplement
that provides at least 1.1-1.6 grams
of ALA) 2What it does Where to get it

KNOW YOUR SOURCES
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Vitamin B-12: Vitamin B12 is an essential
nutrient that aids with the nervous system
and brain functionality. It also helps with the
production of red blood cells and in
synthesising DNA. 

Take a supplement: (look for at least 2.4
micrograms)
Fortified foods: (plant milk, cereals,
bread and mock meats are often
fortified with B12) 3Whilst it is almost always better to obtain your nutrition naturally through food, some vitamins

have to come from outside sources. For example, the evolution of the human digestive tract
means that we cannot absorb enough of the B12 that our gut naturally produces, therefore, for
vegans the best way to get a sufficient amount of the B12 is through fortified foods or
supplements. Vitamin D is also best sourced outside of our diet. Depending on your
geographical location, it's recommended that humans spent between 10 and 30 minutes in
sunlight, several times a week to allow for sufficient vitamin D absorption. 
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What it does Where to get it

KNOW YOUR SOURCES
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CLICK TO SUPPORT

YOUR SUPPORT MATTERS
Just Vegan Facts is made possible by you.

You're about halfway through the ebook and I truly hope that
you've found some of this information valuable so far. 
Each and every donation that Just Vegan Facts receives aids
me in my mission to reduce animal suffering by helping to
inform people about the realities of the global food system.
Your help is deeply appreciated and I hope you enjoy the rest
of the book. Taylor
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MEAL PLAN
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Simple meals that'll keep you healthy.
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MEAL PLAN WEEK 1
Breakfast: Banana smoothie with plant milk and oats.
Lunch: Quinoa and mixed vegetable salad.
Dinner: Black bean and sweet potato burritos with salad.

Breakfast: Green smoothie w/spinach, avocado, + mango.
Lunch: Brown rice + chickpea bowl with a tahini dressing.
Dinner: Veggie stir-fry with tofu.

Breakfast: Chia seed pudding w/coconut milk and mango.
Lunch: Whole wheat pita stuffed with hummus and salad.
Dinner: Vegan lasagna with tofu ricotta and marinara
sauce.

Breakfast: Tofu scramble with veggies.
Lunch: Lentil soup.

Dinner: Roasted eggplant and red pepper pasta.
 

Breakfast: Oatmeal with berries and almond butter.
Lunch: Vegan Caesar salad with tempeh bacon.

Dinner: Vegan pizza with tomato sauce + roast veg.
 

Breakfast: Smoothie bowl w/coconut yoghurt + berries.
Lunch: Grilled vegetable and hummus wrap.

Dinner: Black bean and corn tacos.

Breakfast: Breakfast burrito with beans, salsa, and avocado. Lunch: Vegan sushi rolls with avocado and cucumber.
Dinner: Spaghetti with marinara sauce and roasted vegetables.

Monday:

Wednesday:

friday:

Sunday:

Tuesday:

Thursday:

Saturday:
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Breakfast: Overnight oats w/coconut milk + berries.
Lunch: Kale and quinoa salad with a lemon vinaigrette.

Dinner: Sweet potato, black beans, salsa + avocado.
 

Breakfast: Banana and peanut butter smoothie.
Lunch: Whole wheat pita stuffed with falafel and tahini.

Dinner: Vegan risotto with roasted vegetables.
 

Breakfast: Smoothie bowl w/coconut yoghurt and berries.
Lunch: Vegan sushi rolls with avocado and cucumber.

Dinner: Spaghetti with marinara sauce and roasted
vegetables.

 
Breakfast: Breakfast burrito with beans, salsa, and avocado. Lunch: Lentil and vegetable soup. Dinner: Grilled vegetable
and hummus wrap.

MEAL PLAN WEEK 2
Breakfast: Spinach, avocado, and mango smoothie.
Lunch: Veggie wrap with hummus and mixed veg.
Dinner: Chickpea and vegetable curry with brown rice.

Breakfast: Tofu scramble with veggies.
Lunch: Vegan Caesar salad with tempeh bacon.
Dinner: Vegetable and lentil shepherd's pie.

Breakfast: Chia pudding w/coconut milk + mixed fruit.
Lunch: Veggie burger with avocado and sweet potato
fries.
Dinner: Black bean and corn enchiladas.

Monday:

Wednesday:

friday:

Sunday:

Tuesday:

Thursday:

Saturday:
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BUILDING MEALS
Food staples and recipe ideas from plant-based health coach Izabel Florence.



THE SIMPLE STAPLES
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Fats: Almonds, Walnuts,
Chia, Flax, Pecans,

Avocado, Coconut etc.Leafy Greens: Spinach, Kale,
Cavolo nero, Lettuce, Herbs etc.

Legumes: Chickpeas, Edamame,
Lentils, Black Beans, Soybeans

(tofu, tempeh etc).Grains: Whole Grain Pasta, Oats,
Whole Wheat Bread, Quinoa,
Barley, Brown Rice etc.

Fruit: Apples, Oranges, Pears,
Grapes, Berries, Bananas,
Pineapple etc.

Vegetables: Bell Peppers,
Carrots, Sweet Potato,

Cauliflower, Asparagus,
Mushrooms etc.

Below is the whole-foods, plant-based food pyramid that I try to stick within. It shows the quantities of each food type that we
should be aiming for in any given meal or day. You might notice this food pyramid doesn't show processed foods - These foods
are fine in small doses although I personally try to avoid them from a health perspective. As a guide, I'd suggest no more than
10% of your overall calorie intake comes from this food source.
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RECIPES THAT BITE
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The internet is filled with tasty vegan recipes, but for me, the recipes from YouRLight hit the spot every time. Whether you're a
novice cook or a chef de partie, these whole-food recipes from health coach Izabel Florence are certifiably delicious.
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"A major benefit of cooking vegan food is the ability to focus on the creative and meditative aspects of the process without
worrying about the risks associated with handling raw meat and eggs. As you learn to effectively balance sweet, savoury, sour,
spicy, and umami elements, your talent grows. This peaceful process allows you to not only feed your body with the most
beautiful gifts nature has offered us, but also bring joy and nourishment to your loved ones while minimising suffering to other
sentient beings." - Izabel

Vegan Rocky Road Peanut Chilli Noodle Salad Asian Noodle Soup

YOUR L I GH T . E A R TH

https://www.yourlight.earth/recipes/vegan-rocky-road
https://www.yourlight.earth/recipes/peanut-chilli-noodles
https://www.yourlight.earth/recipes/asian-noodle-soup
https://www.justveganfacts.com/
https://www.yourlight.earth/
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Useful links for all things vegan.
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RELIABLE RESOURCES
The Vegan Society: This is one of the oldest and most well-known vegan
organisations in the world. They have a wealth of information on their website,
including information on the ethical and environmental benefits of veganism,
tips on making the transition to a vegan diet, and delicious vegan recipes.1

J U S T V EGAN FAC T S . COM

From nutrition to news, recipes and reviews, below are a list of some of the resources I've explored over
the years and it's fair to say they're amongst the most valuable vegan resources on the internet today.

Veganuary: This is a global campaign that encourages people to try a vegan diet
for the month of January. They provide resources and support to help people
make the transition to a vegan diet, and they also offer a range of recipes and
other resources to help people stick to their commitment.

Plant Based News: PBN is a mission-led impact media platform focused on
elevating the plant-based diet and its benefit to human health, the planet, and
animals, whilst bringing together unique stories, news, and features that speak
truth to power.

https://veganuary.com/
https://plantbasednews.org/
https://www.vegansociety.com/
https://www.vegansociety.com/
https://www.justveganfacts.com/
https://veganuary.com/
https://plantbasednews.org/
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HappyCow: A staple for when I'm travelling - If you're looking for vegan-
friendly restaurants and cafes in your area, HappyCow is an excellent
resource. The website and app feature a directory of vegan and vegetarian-
friendly establishments around the world, as well as user reviews and
ratings to help you find the best options.

Viva!: This is a UK-based charity that promotes veganism through
education and outreach. They produce a range of resources on veganism,
including recipes, articles, and information on the ethical and environmental
benefits of veganism.

VeganOutreach.org: Vegan Outreach is a nonprofit organisation that
promotes veganism through education and outreach. Their website
features a wealth of information on the ethical and environmental benefits
of veganism, as well as practical tips and advice for living a vegan lifestyle.

RELIABLE RESOURCES

https://www.happycow.net/
https://viva.org.uk/
https://veganoutreach.org/vegan/
https://www.justveganfacts.com/
https://www.happycow.net/
https://viva.org.uk/
https://veganoutreach.org/vegan/
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Vegan Easy: Vegan Easy is an Australian organization that promotes
veganism through education and outreach. Their website features a
wealth of information on veganism.

Vegan.com: This website is a great resource for vegans of all levels, from
beginners who are just starting to explore the lifestyle to seasoned vegans
who are looking for new ideas and inspiration. The site features a wide
range of information, including news and articles on veganism, product
reviews, and recipes.

The Vegan RD: This website is run by registered dietitian Ginny Messina,
who provides reliable, evidence-based information on vegan nutrition. The
site features articles, recipes, and resources for vegans and those
interested in veganism.

RELIABLE RESOURCES

https://www.veganeasy.org/
https://www.theveganrd.com/
https://vegan.com/
https://www.justveganfacts.com/
https://www.veganeasy.org/
https://vegan.com/
https://www.theveganrd.com/


MOVIE FILMS
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Films that will inspire you to go or stay vegan.
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SEEING IS BELIEVING
THE GAME 
CHANGERS
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Seaspiracy is a 2021
documentary film about
the environmental impact
of fishing, directed by and
starring Ali Tabrizi. The
film examines human
impacts on marine life and
advocates for ending fish
consumption.

A UFC fighter's world is
turned upside down when
he discovers a group of top
athletes and scientists who
prove that everything he'd
been taught about protein
was a lie.

SEASPIRACY

https://youtu.be/iSpglxHTJVM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Q5CXN7soQg&ab_channel=Netflix
https://www.justveganfacts.com/
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A notoriously aggressive
orca killed three people
while in captivity at Sea
World. Shocking footage
and emotional interviews
present a convincing
case against keeping
these wild animals for
human entertainment.

Dominion is a 2018
Australian documentary
film centred on a realistic
stance about animal
agricultural practices to
educate public
perceptions about animal
agriculture.

DOMINION BLACKFISH

SEEING IS BELIEVING

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fLOeH-Oq_1Y&ab_channel=RottenTomatoesTrailers
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LpDJlEQsDoA&ab_channel=FarmTransparencyProject
https://www.justveganfacts.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Documentary_film
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A 2011 American advocacy
film and documentary that
advocates a low-fat, whole-
food, plant-based diet as a
way to avoid or reverse
several chronic diseases.

This Academy Award-
nominated documentary
looks at the ways corporate
farming harms our planet
and contributes to
incredibly unhealthy food
making its way to our
kitchens.

FOOD, INC. FORKS OVER
KNIVES

SEEING IS BELIEVING

https://youtu.be/O7ijukNzlUg
https://youtu.be/eHJiNC_7wuw
https://www.justveganfacts.com/
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An intrepid filmmaker as
he uncovers the collusion
between industry,
government, pharma and
health organisations
keeping this information
from us.

WHAT THE
HEALTH

Featuring shocking
undercover footage, this
documentary will change
your perception of food
and its connection to the
future of our planet.

EATING OUR
WAY TO
EXTINCTION

SEEING IS BELIEVING

https://www.justveganfacts.com/
https://youtu.be/Jf44vLndiRM
https://youtu.be/Kcjsr5O8qH0
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Earthlings is a 2005
American documentary
film about humanity's use
of other animals as pets,
food, clothing,
entertainment, and for
scientific research.

An environmental
documentary uncovers the
most destructive industry
facing the planet today -
he asks why the world's
leading environmental
organisations are too afraid
to talk about it.

COWSPIRACY EARTHLINGS

SEEING IS BELIEVING

https://youtu.be/Hm7Babs_FJU
https://youtu.be/nV04zyfLyN4
https://www.justveganfacts.com/


THANK YOU!
Thank you so much for taking the time to read my thoughts on
veganism and why I believe the movement can change the
course of humanity today, I really do appreciate it.

I truly believe that by changing the foods we eat, we can
alleviate so much of the suffering that's present in both humans
and animals, and whether you're already vegan or considering
switching to a plant-based lifestyle, education is the most
effective tool we have in enabling us to move forward.

If you've found any of the information in this ebook useful,
please consider supporting my work. Each donation makes a
huge difference and allows me to continue highlighting the
importance of changing the foods we eat to help reduce
suffering worldwide.

And a final word.

CLICK TO SUPPORT
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https://www.justveganfacts.com/support
https://www.justveganfacts.com/


J U S T V EGAN FAC T S . COM

KEEP IN TOUCH
As always, I'd love to hear from you! If you have any questions, comments or suggestions,
feel free to email me directly or reach out via socials!

@JUSTVEGANFACTS

EMAIL ME DIRECTLY GO TO WEBSITE

https://www.instagram.com/justveganfacts
http://www.facebook.com/justveganfacts
http://www.youtube.com/@justveganfacts
https://www.tiktok.com/@justveganfacts
https://www.justveganfacts.com/
mailto:taylor@justveganfacts.com
http://www.justveganfacts.com/

